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(57) ABSTRACT 

A building information System Stores and processes both 
building management System (BMS) data and building 
related configuration information, Such as building and 
equipment descriptions and locations, point and meter 
descriptions, contact information for alarms, utility rates, 
and manufacturer and vendor information. The BMS data is 
Stored in multiple configurations, including analog, binary, 
multistate, input and output. One or more mapping Struc 
tures establish database relationships between the dynamic 
BMS data received from or destined to points, meters, and 
controllers on a BMS network. By combining these two 
types of data in a central repository, building information 
System Services, tools and applications can be integrated 
through published interfaces to provide expandable func 
tionality. Based on the mapping Structures, the building 
information System Services, tools, and applications access 
BMS data and corresponding configuration data to derive 
additional data (e.g., power consumption based on moni 
tored current consumption), provide enhanced communica 
tions with a client (e.g., email-based alarm notification), and 
identify point discovery mismatches. 
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DATABASE FOR A REMOTELY ACCESSIBLE 
BUILDING INFORMATION SYSTEM 

0001. The present application is a continuation of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/502,944, entitled A DATA 
BASE FOR A REMOTELY ACCESSIBLE BUILDING 
INFORMATION SYSTEM, filed Feb. 11, 2000, which 
application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/322,495 entitled A REMOTELY ACCES 
SIBLE BUILDING INFORMATION SYSTEM, filed May 
28, 1999, and claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Application 
No. 60/119,928 entitled A REMOTELY ACCESSIBLE 
BUILDING INFORMATION SYSTEM, filed Feb. 12, 
1999, which is specifically incorporated herein for all that it 
discloses and teaches. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates generally to electrical 
communications Systems, and more particularly to Systems 
and data Structures for Storing data used in monitoring and 
controlling equipment in a building coupled to a building 
information system (BIS). 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005. In a large modern building, such as a manufactur 
ing plant, a building operator can use a dedicated Building 
Management System (BMS) to manage different building 
Subsystems coupled to the building, including boilers, ther 
mostats, electrical Subsystems, controllers, meters, and other 
equipment. The dedicated BMS typically monitors and 
controls the building Subsystems using a communications 
network coupling each of the building Subsystems. For 
example, the building operator can use a dedicated BMS to 
monitor the temperature in a specific Zone of the building 
and to increase or decrease the heat provided to that Zone. 
Typically, a dedicated BMS is executed in a personal com 
puter or WorkStation located in the building, although Such 
Systems can also be operated remotely via a dial-up con 
nection, a local-area network (LAN) or wide-area network 
(WAN). The data recorded by a dedicated BMS, however, is 
not readily available to other BMSs or to other applications 
that would benefit from Such data. Furthermore, older dedi 
cated BMSs have typically managed building components 
using a proprietary channel, which presents an obstacle to 
adding new Service components, interfaces, or clients from 
different vendors. 

0006 Modern BMSs, however, have moved away from 
the proprietary systems of the late 1980s with the intent of 
improving a building operator's ability to integrate different 
vendors Subsystems. Such Systems, facilitated by industry 
Standard communication protocols Such as "BACnet and 
“Echelon', are typically characterized as “open-Systems’ 
and provide non-proprietary communication interfaces 
among building Subsystems marketed by different vendors. 
Generally, BACnet and Echelon refer to different types of 
open-System building network protocols, which allow other 
BACnet-compliant or Echelon-compliant BMSs and build 
ing Subsystems to communicate together. In contrast to 
dedicated BMSs that communicate over proprietary chan 
nels, open-System BMSS can provide ready, automatic 
access to disparate building Subsystems without the need for 
Specially developed, vendor-specific interfaces to each ven 
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dor's building Subsystem. In other words, an open-system 
BMS can Seamlessly communicate among the building 
Subsystems of different vendors by providing an open 
System interface Supporting an open-System building net 
work, like BACnet or Echelon. 

0007 While open-system BMSs address customer 
demands for choice and interoperability for managing build 
ing subsystems, modern BMSs do not fully address the 
complex requirements of modern building operators. The 
EXCEL BUILDING SUPERVISOR (XBS) v. 14.2, mar 
keted by Honeywell, Inc., is an example of a BMS, which is 
typically used to locally manage and control a building, 
including accessing dynamic data detected from points and 
meters within the building, Viewing historical dynamic data, 
Setting Schedules for turning Specific points on or off, 
Viewing alarms when the dynamic data fails to Satisfy an 
acceptable condition, and issuing control commands to 
points in the building. The term “points' refers to sensors 
and actuators on various building Subsystems. 
0008. The BMS data provided by a typical building 
information System, however, is Severely limited in quantity 
and Scope, consisting essentially of dynamic BMS data and 
BMS attributes. The dynamic (or time-varying) data is 
detected from or provided to points, meters, and controllers 
within one or more buildings and stored within the BMS 
device itself. The BMS attributes typically include an 
8-character identifier of the point, meter, or controller; a type 
characteristic (e.g., digital input, digital output, analog input, 
analog output); alarm conditions; priority characteristics; 
and status flags. The BMS data provided by a building 
management System is not Stored in a relational database and 
is not readily available for use by other non-BMS applica 
tions. Furthermore, the BMS does not provide or store 
configuration data (e.g., describing a particular site, a build 
ing, a piece of equipment, and/or a point (or meter) on that 
equipment) that is also of interest to a building operator. AS 
such, a BMS does not facilitate integration of other needed 
data and Services, Such as remotely Sending alarms to an 
email address of a building operator or owner to warn of 
detected problems with a particular piece of equipment in a 
particular building. This exemplary functionality is gener 
ally outside the scope of a BMS. 

0009 Because it is desirable to integrate the data and 
functionality from a BMS with data and functionality avail 
able from other Systems, additional data, tools and Services 
are needed to more fully meet these requirements. Further 
more, in Some circumstances, a building operator may 
manage a building remotely or contract with a third party 
building management company to manage multiple build 
ings at different geographical locations. A need exists for a 
remotely accessible building information System that Sup 
ports the integration of new data, tools and Services with a 
building management System. It is also desirable to provide 
a relational combination of BMS data and configuration data 
in a building information System to Support expanded capa 
bilities exceeding those of a typical building management 
System. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. In accordance with a preferred embodiment, a 
method of managing a building information System includ 
ing a building management System and a building manage 
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ment System network coupled to one or more buildings is 
provided. Building management System data associated with 
a piece of equipment on the building management System 
network is provided. Configuration information associated 
with the piece of equipment is also provided. A database 
relationship is established between the building manage 
ment System data and the configuration information. 
0011. In accordance with another preferred embodiment, 
a computer-readable Storage medium Storing a data Structure 
for use in a building information System including a building 
management System program module and a building man 
agement System network coupled to one or more buildings 
is provided. Building management System data is associated 
with a piece of equipment coupled to the building manage 
ment System network. One or more building management 
System database objects Stores the building management 
System data associated with the piece of equipment couple 
to at least one of the buildings on the building management 
System network. A building information System configura 
tion object Storing configuration information is associated 
with the piece of equipment. A mapping Structure establishes 
a database relationship between the building management 
System data of the building management System database 
object and the configuration information of the building 
information System configuration object. 

0012. In accordance with yet another embodiment. a 
computer System for managing a building information SyS 
tem, which includes a building management System and a 
building management System network, is provided. The 
computer System is coupled to one or more buildings and 
comprises one or more building management System data 
base objects Storing dynamic building management System 
data associated with a piece of equipment on the building 
management System network. A configuration database 
object Stores configuration information associated with the 
piece of equipment. A mapping structure establishes a data 
base relationship between the dynamic building manage 
ment System data of the building management System data 
base objects and the configuration information of the 
configuration database object. A processor executes a pro 
gram module accessing the building management System 
database object in combination with the configuration data 
base object, based on the database relationship. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 FIG. 1 depicts a general purpose computer that 
implements the logical operations of an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0.014 FIG. 2 depicts an embodiment of a building infor 
mation System in accordance with the present invention. 
0.015 FIG. 3 depicts a network-based system for provid 
ing remote access to building management Systems for 
monitoring and control of building Subsystems. 

0016 FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of a client/server 
System in accordance with the present invention. 
0017 FIG. 5 depicts a topology of multiple clients and 
multiple Servers as Supported in an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0.018 FIG. 6A illustrates a building information system 
in an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 
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0019 FIG. 6B illustrates a building information system 
in an alternative exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0020 FIG. 7 depicts multiple client/server system 
topologies in accordance with the present invention. 

0021 FIG. 8 depicts system components associated with 
a rates Service in an embodiment of the present invention. 
0022 FIG. 9 depicts system components associated with 
a metering Service in an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

0023 FIG. 10 depicts system components associated 
with a polling Service in an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0024 FIG. 11 depicts a flowchart of communications 
relating to a request for dynamic meter data in an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

0025 FIG. 12 depicts a flowchart of communications 
representing a request by a client application for configura 
tion data from a database in an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0026 FIGS. 13A and 13B depict a flowchart of com 
munications relating to Setting a new polling frequency for 
a point in an embodiment of the present invention. 

0027 FIGS. 14A, 14B and 14C depict a flowchart of 
communications relating to the discovery of points coupled 
to the client/server System in an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0028 FIG. 15 illustrates data structures and relationships 
in an exemplary Building Information System (BIS) data 
base in an embodiment of the present invention. 

0029 FIG. 16 illustrates mapping structures used to 
establish data relationships between building management 
System database components and building information Sys 
tem configuration components in an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

0030 FIG. 17 illustrates exemplary database tables and 
corresponding relationships relating to “Owner objects in 
Owner table 1700 in an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

0031 FIG. 18 illustrates exemplary database tables asso 
ciated with a Building table in an embodiment the present 
invention. 

0032 FIG. 19 illustrates additional exemplary database 
tables associated with a Building table in an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

0033 FIG. 20 illustrates additional exemplary database 
tables associated with a Building table in an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

0034 FIG. 21 illustrates exemplary database tables asso 
ciated with a given BISMeter table in an embodiment of 
present invention. 

0035 FIG. 22 illustrates database tables defining indi 
vidual analog and binary data values of dynamic BMS data 
in an embodiment of the present invention. 
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0.036 FIG. 23 illustrates database tables defining indi 
vidual fast analog and fast binary data values of dynamic 
BMS data in an embodiment of the present invention. 
0037 FIG. 24 illustrates database tables defining indi 
vidual multistate data values of dynamic BMS data in an 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0038 FIG. 25 illustrates a flow of operations for man 
aging a building information System in an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0.039 FIG. 1 depicts a general purpose computer capable 
of executing a program product embodiment of the present 
invention. One operating environment in which the present 
invention is potentially useful encompasses the general 
purpose computer. In Such a System, data and program files 
may be input to the computer, which reads the files and 
executes the programs therein. Some of the elements of a 
general purpose computer are shown in FIG. 1 wherein a 
processor 101 is shown having an input/output (I/O) Section 
102, a Central Processing Unit (CPU) 103, and a memory 
section 104. The present invention is optionally imple 
mented in software devices loaded in memory 104 and/or 
stored on a configured CD-ROM 108 or storage unit 109 
thereby transforming the computer system in FIG. 1 to a 
Special purpose machine for implementing the present 
invention. 

0040. The I/O section 102 is connected to keyboard 105, 
display unit 106, disk storage unit 109, and disk drive unit 
107. Generally, in contemporary systems, the disk drive unit 
107 is a CD-ROM driver unit capable of reading the 
CD-ROM medium 108, which typically contains programs 
110 and data. Computer program products containing 
mechanisms to effectuate the Systems and methods in accor 
dance with the present invention may reside in the memory 
section 104, on a disk storage unit 109, or on the CD-ROM 
medium 108 of such a system. Alternatively, disk drive unit 
107 may be replaced or supplemented by a floppy drive unit, 
a tape drive unit, or other Storage medium drive unit. The 
network adapter 111 is capable of connecting the computer 
system to a network via the network link 112. Examples of 
such systems include SPARC systems offered by Sun Micro 
systems, Inc., personal computers offered by IBM Corpo 
ration and by other manufacturers of IBM-compatible per 
Sonal computers, and other Systems running a UNIX-based 
or other operating System. In accordance with the present 
invention, Software instructions Such as those directed 
toward communicating between a client and a Server, pro 
Viding a user interface, and accessing data and Services may 
be executed by CPU 103. Furthermore, program modules, 
Such as Services, tools, and applications may be integrated 
into the system and executed by the CPU 103. Data such as 
BMS data, including dynamic point and meter data, and 
configuration data, including polling Schedules and utility 
rates may be stored on disk storage unit 109, disk drive unit 
107 or other storage medium units coupled to the system. 
0041 FIG.2 depicts a building information system (BIS) 
including a BMS (building management System) coupled to 
an RTP (Real Time Pricing) control application in accor 
dance with the present invention. A BMS 200 preferably 
comprises a personal computer, WorkStation, or Server for 
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executing a building management application. A BMS net 
work 208 preferably couples to points and meters in building 
Subsystems, Such as a furnace 210, a thermostat 212, an 
air-conditioning (AC) unit 214, and an electrical Subsystem 
216. The BMS 200 provides and records dynamic point and 
meter data (e.g., building-related dynamic data) in associa 
tion with point and meter IDS for points and meters located 
in building Subsystems. 

0042. In addition, the computer executing the BMS 200 
also executes an RTP control application 202 that enables 
energy service providers (ESPs) to download real-time rates 
on an incremental or ongoing basis to their customers. The 
RTP control application 202 is a distinct application from the 
BMS 200, but it depends on much of the same building 
related dynamic data and many of the same interfaces as the 
BMS 200. The RTP control application 202 interfaces with 
the BMS 200 through a BMS interface 204 to allow a utility 
customer to analyze and adjust consumption, as feasible, in 
order to take advantage of the best utility rates. For example, 
a power company may charge higher rates during periods of 
greater demand as a Way of encouraging changes in cus 
tomer consumption, thereby helping the utility to better 
manage loads. Consequently, the RTP control application 
202 allows a utility customer to download real-time rates 
from the utility company, to analyze its consumption based 
on the building-related dynamic data received through the 
BMS, and to adjust its energy consumption accordingly. 

0043. A link 206 provides communications to and from 
an ESP for determining the current rate structure. The ESP 
typically provides incremental prices (e.g., every hour or 
every fifteen minutes) to major customers in advance or on 
a real-time basis. The RTP control application 202 processes 
the rate data received from the utility in combination with 
dynamic consumption data, received from the BMS network 
208 and recorded by the BMS system 200, to determine 
what changes should be made to the operation of the 
building Subsystems coupled the BMS network 208. Pref 
erably, data provided by the RTP control application 202 and 
provided by the BMS 200 is stored in a combined database 
with configuration data associated with the buildings on the 
BMS network 208. This integration of data and functionality 
includes an exemplary embodiment of a building informa 
tion system. As such, the BMS 200 and RTP control appli 
cation 202 of FIG. 2 provide for a prompt, automatic, 
intelligent response that maximizes electrical Savings with 
out disturbing normal, effective building operations. 

0044 FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
remotely accessible building information System that Sup 
ports the integration of new tools and Services. A client 
computer 300 is coupled to the server 304 via a communi 
cations network 302, Such as an Internet, an extranet, or an 
intranet. Other network topologies, including dial-up con 
nections, are also contemplated in accordance with the 
present invention. The server 304 is configured to commu 
nicate with one or more clients 300. Typically, the server 304 
can Support a number of protocols for communication, Such 
as NetBEUI, NET-BIOS, IPX, TCP/IP, and Packet-Switch 
Ing. 

0045. The server 304 is preferably coupled to a BACnet 
network 306 or another BMS network, such one supporting 
CEBus or Echelon. The server 304 can be coupled to the 
BACnet network 306 by a communications link 309, which 
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may include without limitation a local connection (e.g., a 
Serial cable), a network connection, or a dial-up connection. 
The controllers 308, the meters 310, and the equipment 312, 
generally referred to as BACnet-compliant building Sub 
systems 311, are coupled to the BACnet network 306. A 
BMS 314 is coupled to the BACnet network 306 to monitor 
and control the BACnet-compliant subsystems 311. The 
server 304 may also communicate with the BMS 314 to 
initiate various BMS functions, Such as monitoring and 
control of building subsystems 311. 

0046. In addition, the server 304 preferably includes a 
database associatively storing at least two types of building 
related data: (1) building-related BMS data (e.g., from BMS 
314 or from an internally executing BMS service) and (2) 
building-related configuration data corresponding to the 
building subsystems. Moreover, the BACnet-to-Echelon 
gateway 316 in FIG. 3 provides an interface between the 
BACnet 306 and an Echelon network 318. The controllers 
320, the meters 322, and the equipment 324, generally 
referred to as Echelon-compliant Subsystems 321, are 
coupled to the Echelon network 318. In an alternative 
embodiment of the present invention, legacy (i.e., closed 
proprietary) controllers may also be coupled to the server 
300 through a BACnet-to-proprietary gateway. By virtue of 
the services and interfaces supported in the server 304, the 
client 300 connects with the server 304 over the communi 
cations network 302 to manage and control the building 
Subsystems (e.g., Subsystems 311 and 321) coupled to the 
BMS or to obtain building-related dynamic data received 
from the BMS. 

0047 FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of a client/server 
System in accordance with the present invention. The Server 
computer 400 preferably executes interfaces and other pro 
grams that provide access to Services and a database Storing 
building-related BMS data and building-related configura 
tion data. The client computer 402 preferably provides a user 
interface application (e.g., client browser application 404) 
and other associated applications (Such as a report wizard) 
for accessing the Server and monitoring and controlling the 
building subsystems. The client browser application 404 
communicates with the Server through a client interface, 
preferably in the form of an Object Model 406. The Object 
Model 406 is a client interface to components of the server 
computer 400, including a Server-side client interface, a data 
interface, a BMS Service, a Service application, and other 
programs executing on the server computer 400. A BMS 
Service and a Service application preferably include both 
Server processes and client processes. 

0.048. An Object Model is a model for binary code that 
enables a programmer to develop an object that can be 
accessed by any compatible Object Model, Service or pro 
gram. In a preferred embodiment, a Component Object 
Model (COM), developed by Microsoft Corporation, is used 
to provide access to other COM-compliant Object Models, 
including a COM-compliant Object Model in the server 400. 
The communications between the client computer and the 
Server preferably occur over a communications network, 
Such as the communication network 302 in FIG. 3. 

0049. The server 400 preferably comprises various ser 
vices, at least one database, and one or more interfaces to 
other components of the building system (see FIGS. 5, 6A, 
and 6B). For example, the server 400 includes a BACnet 
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interface 408 that complies with the BACnet standard and 
connects with a BACnet network 410. The server 400 also 
includes an Echelon interface 408 that complies with the 
Echelon standard and connects to the Echelon network 418. 
Building subsystems 428 are controlled over the Echelon 
network 418 and send building-related data back to the 
server 400. In the illustrated embodiment, the BACnet 
network 410 is coupled to a BACnet to Echelon Gateway 
414 that interfaces to an Echelon network 416. The building 
Subsystems 420 are controlled over the Echelon network and 
send building-related BMS data back to the server 400. The 
BACnet-compliant AC (air conditioning) unit 422 includes 
a BACnet interface 424 that couples to the BACnet network 
410. The AC unit 422 sends building-related BMS data to 
the server 400. The server 400 also includes a remote 
interface 430 for coupling to other remote building control 
systems. For example, if the remote interface 430 is a dial-up 
interface, the remote building control System 432 includes a 
modem Server for establishing communications with the 
remote interface 430. The server 400 can then monitor and 
control the building Subsystems 434 in the remote building 
through a BMS Service application executing in the Server 
400. 

0050 FIG. 5 depicts topologies of multiple clients and 
multiple Servers as Supported in an embodiment of the 
present invention. A client/server architecture is a System in 
which each computer or process on a network is either a 
“client” or a “server”. Generally, a server is a process or 
computer that provides Some Service to other (client) pro 
ceSSes or computers. For example, the BMS Service and 
various Service applications of the embodiments of the 
present invention include components that perform Server 
processes for client processes within the System. Likewise, 
components of a client application, the BMS Service and the 
various Service applications also perform client processes. 
Clients are generally applications that rely on Servers for 
processing and/or resources, Such as files or devices. The 
connection between a client and a Server is normally by 
means of message passing, often through a program inter 
face or over a network employing a protocol to encode the 
client's requests and the Servers responses. The Server may 
run continuously, Such as a daemon or an NT Service (i.e., 
active Services), or await requests from other components 
(i.e., request-driven Services). 
0051) The thick client A 500 represents a “fat client” in 
the client/server architecture. Generally, a fat client is a 
client that performs large portion of the data processing 
operations, and the processed data is Stored on the Server, 
such as server A 502. The thick client A 500 comprises a 
client application 504 and a client-based Object Model 506. 
The client-based Object Model 506 provides an interface to 
the data, tools, and services on the server 502. The thick 
client A 500 communicates with server A 502 through a 
firewall 508 over communications link 510 using a remote 
procedure call (RPC) protocol. Generally, a firewall is a 
System designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from 
a private network. Firewalls can be implemented in both 
hardware and Software, or a combination of both. Firewalls 
are frequently used to prevent unauthorized Internet users 
from accessing private networks connected to the Internet 
(especially intranets). All messages entering or leaving the 
intranet pass through the firewall, which examines each 
message and blocks those that do not meet the Specified 
Security criteria. 
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0052. The server A502 preferably includes a server-side 
Object Model 518, at least one services module 520, a Data 
Model 522, a storage system architecture (SSA) interface 
524, and a database 526 residing on one or more Storage 
media. The Object Model 518 is a server-side embodiment 
of an Object Model, similar to the client-side Object Model 
506 in the client. The services 520 preferably include at least 
one Software module for performing Services, Such as moni 
toring meters, computing rates and consumption, and poll 
ing points within the building System. 

0.053 Generally, a Data Model is a set of tools to describe 
data, data relationships, and data constraints in the database 
526. The SSA interface 524 preferably complies with an 
IBM proposed ANSI (American National Standards Insti 
tute) standard for Standard-high speed interface to disk 
clusters and arrays. SSA allows full-duplex multiplex serial 
data transferS at rates of 20 megabits per Second in each 
direction. The database 526 is preferably a structured query 
language (SQL) database for Storing data relating to one or 
more buildings monitored and controlled by the building 
management system. The thick client A 500 is also coupled 
through firewall 528 to server B 512 using a hypertext 
transfer protocol (HTTP) link 530. The server B 512 also 
supports an RPC connection with the thick client B 532, 
which includes a client application 544 and a client-side 
Object Model 550, and HTTP connection 531 with a thin 
client C 534, which includes a client application 546. 
Generally, a thin client is a client in which much of the 
processing occurs at a server. The server B 512 preferably 
includes the same components as Server A 502. 
0054) In FIG. 5, a server C514 is also preferably coupled 
by an HTTP connection 536 to a thin client D 538, which 
preferably includes a client application 548. As shown, 
firewalls 540 and 542 are positioned between the thin client 
D 538 and the server C 514. The server C 514 preferably 
includes similar components to Servers A and B. In Servers 
B 512 and C 514, HTTP connections are coupled through an 
Internet information server (“IIS) active server page 
(“ASP”) 516, which is a web server that runs on a Windows 
NT platform. Other web server implementations may also be 
employed in accordance with the present invention. The 
term "ASP" refers to a specification for dynamically created 
web pages with a ASP extension that contain Microsoft 
Visual Basic code, JScript code, or other dynamic web page 
generation elements. Although ASP technology is employed 
in an embodiment of the present invention, alternative web 
page creation techniques are also contemplated within the 
Scope of the present invention. 

0.055 FIG. 6A illustrates a building information system 
in an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The 
server 600 is coupled to communications network 602, 
through which one or more client computerS may access the 
server 600. Preferably, such a client 604 accesses the server 
600 via an HTTP or RPC connection, although other client/ 
Server connection means are contemplated within the Scope 
of the present invention. The client 604 preferably executes 
a browser application and other tools to facilitate the user's 
communication with the Server and manipulation of data 
stored within the server. 

0056. The server 600 preferably includes a database 606 
for storing building-related BMS data received from build 
ing Subsystems (not shown) across a network, Such as a 
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BACnet network, an Echelon network, or other remote 
connections. The database 606 also includes building-re 
lated configuration data relating to the building Subsystems 
coupled to the network. Preferably, the building-related 
BMS data and the building-related configuration data are 
combined in a relational database Such that the BMS data 
related to a particular point is associated with, for example, 
the corresponding building, building owner, equipment, and 
other configuration elements. To Support a connection to a 
BMS network, a network interface is developed for the 
corresponding network (see interfaces 608, 610, and 612). 
Other proprietary networking protocols, such as CBUS from 
Honeywell, Inc., and other non-proprietary networking pro 
tocols, Such as CEbus, may also be Supported. A published 
and consistent interface to the BMS service 614 facilitates 
integration of these new interfaces. 
0057 The server 600 includes the BMS service 614 that 
preferably provides generic BMS functionality on the 
Server-Side, including the functionality to read/write points 
and BMS attributes (e.g., point attributes), to discover 
building Subsystems, and to discover objects (e.g., Sensors, 
actuators, and meters) in building subsystems. The BMS 
service 614 also supports multiple BMS network interfaces, 
including a BACnet interface 608, an Echelon interface 610, 
and a remote interface 612. The BMS service 614 also 
communicates through a data interface 616, which prefer 
ably includes a Data Model (see 522 in FIG. 5). The data 
interface 616 abstracts database access functionality to the 
BMS service 614, one or more service applications 618, and 
a client interface 620, which preferably includes an Object 
Model (see 518 in FIG. 5). Generally, the abstraction 
provides a consistent interface that preferably simplifies or 
automates access to an underlying database or object Struc 
ture. 

0058. The service application 618 preferably comprises a 
Window NT service (i.e., an active service) or other com 
ponent (i.e., a request-driven component), Such as a Service 
provided by a Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS), for 
Servicing client commands, accessing the database 606, and 
communicating with building Subsystems. The Service 
application 618 is configured to communicate with the client 
604 via the client interface 620. In an embodiment of the 
present invention, the Service application 618 is also con 
figured to access the database 606 through data interface 616 
and/or through a combination of the client interface 620 and 
the data interface 616. 

0059) The architecture of the system illustrated in FIG. 
6A facilitates integration of additional BMS network inter 
faces (such as BACnet interface 608), services (such as 
Service application 618), and clients and associate tools 
(such as client 604). The published and consistent interfaces 
presented by the client interface 620, the data interface 616, 
and the BMS service 614 provide developers with means to 
develop these new components to work with the existing 
System. AS Such, in contrast to dedicated BMS Systems, 
additional tools can be added to the System to provide 
functionality beyond generic BMS functionality. In addition, 
the architecture provides remote accessibility acroSS a com 
munications network. Furthermore, Security can be enforced 
upon these additional components (e.g., clients, Services, 
and BMS network interfaces) by the interfaces (e.g., client 
interface 620, data interface 616, and BMS service 614) 
within the server 600. 
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0060 FIG. 6B illustrates a building information system 
in an alternative exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. An active service application 650 preferably 
interfaces with the database 652 through the data interface 
654, and specifically through the dynamic database (DB) 
component 656, to store dynamic data in the database 652. 
An active Service application typically has its own Sense of 
time, such as a Windows NT service. Generally, the dynamic 
DB component 656 abstracts database update/write/delete 
operations. In addition, the dynamic DB component 656 
provides Services to internal Server components and, pref 
erably, its interfaces are not published to external clients. 

0061. In an embodiment of the present invention, the 
active service application 650 and the BMS service 658 can 
also access the clients (such as client 660) and data in the 
database 652 through the Object Model 662. Preferably, 
certain data accesses by an active Service application, Such 
as a polling Service's request for polling frequencies, are 
also communicated through the Object Model 662 in the 
client interface to the Data Model 664 to access data in the 
database 652. 

0062). In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 6B, the 
request-driven service application 666 (e.g., the meter-BMS 
client 910 of FIG.9) interfaces with the client interface 620 
and the BMS service 658 and has access to the database 606 
through the dynamic DB component 656. The request 
driven service application 666 accesses the database 652 
through the Object Model 662 in the client interface 620 and 
the Data Model 664 in the data interface 654. Furthermore, 
the request-driven Service application 666 can also store 
dynamic data to the database via the dynamic DB compo 
nent 656. 

0.063 FIG. 7 depicts a client/server system in accordance 
with the present invention. A client 700 is coupled to server 
702 by communications network 704. Preferably, the com 
munications network 704 includes an Internet, an intranet, or 
an extranet. The client 700 preferably includes a client 
application 706, such as a browser for browsing data in 
database 708, for accessing services such as the active 
service 710, request-driven service 711, and the BMS ser 
Vice 712, and for monitoring and controlling equipment 
coupled to the server 702 via the BMS interface 714. The 
client application 706 interfaces with the server 702 via the 
client-side Object Model 716. 

0064. The parametrics tool 718 takes time series data 
(e.g., building-related dynamic BMS data, Such as meter 
readings at 15 minute intervals) and interpolates, extrapo 
lates, averages or otherwise process the data to determine 
estimated readings for times between or outside of the actual 
reading events. When data is requested that does not corre 
spond to an actual reading event, the parametrics tool 718 
determines, based on the units of measure associated with 
received data, whether estimation is appropriate. For 
example, consumption data can be evaluated based on a 
peak reading over a period of time, rather than on an 
estimated reading at a specific moment in time. Therefore, 
for a particular embodiment of the present invention, the 
parametrics tool 718 is configured to recognize consumption 
data (based on its units of measure) and to pass the con 
Sumption data without estimating a peak value. A units of 
measure tool 720 can be invoked to convert building-related 
dynamic data from one unit of measure to another (e.g., 
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degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius). In an alternative 
embodiment, the parametrics tool 718 and the units of 
measure tool 720 may be executed by a server computer. 
0065. The Data Model 722 provides an interface for 
accessing and manipulating data in the database 708. Client 
applications preferably access the Data Model 722 through 
a server-side Object Model 726. The combination of the 
Data Model 722 and the Object Model 726 is referred to as 
the “DB component', as indicated by reference numeral 
750. It is to this component, for example, that other COM 
compliant client applications and Services can be interfaced 
into the Overall client-Server architecture. 

0066. The Object Model 726 also provides the necessary 
functionality for clients to access underlying building-re 
lated BIS information (both building-related BMS data and 
building-related configuration data). For example, the 
Object Model 726, through communications with the BMS 
Service 712, provides necessary methods for discovering 
devices and points, mapping Such points to equipment, 
getting point data, Setting Sampling frequencies for points 
and Setting Sampling frequencies for a point or points based 
on multiple-client user access to a common point. The BMS 
service 712 preferably provides generic BMS functionality 
on the Server-Side to read/write points, to discover devices, 
discover objects in devices, and to read/write point attributes 
by interfacing with building subsystems on the BMS net 
work. 

0067. In an embodiment of the present invention, the 
mapping of points is accomplished using a list of discovered 
BMS points (i.e., point identifiers preferably compiled 
through automatic point discovery) and Schematics repre 
Senting predetermined equipment and associated point loca 
tions (i.e., “hotspots”) throughout the BMS network. A user 
accesses this data through a client-based user interface 
application. The hotspots are represented by Visual cues 
(e.g., active Square or circular locations on the Schematic of 
a piece of equipment) displayed on the client. If the mouse 
pointer hovers over one of the Visual cues, a description of 
the hotspot is displayed. The hotspot description is typically 
something a user can identify (e.g., “Chilled Water Inlet 
Temperature”) rather than a cryptic 8-character BMS iden 
tifier. 

0068 The user graphically selects one of the discovered 
points from the list and then Selects a hotspot on a Schematic 
of a piece of equipment on the BMS network. In an 
alternative embodiment, the hotspot may be Selected first, 
followed by the point from the list. This process configures 
a mapping Structure in the database that establishes a data 
base relationship between the BMS point objects (and 
associated BMS data) and the configuration information 
associated with the piece of equipment (e.g., location of the 
point, operational characteristics of the equipment, location 
of the equipment, owner of the equipment, etc.). A BIS 
Service executing in the building information System can use 
the BMS data and configuration information in combination 
to perform variety of functions, including Scheduling point 
and meter polling, calculate power consumption, calculate 
utility costs, detect and characterize point discovery mis 
matches, and detect and communicate alarm conditions. 

0069. The active service 710 may, for example, be 
embodied by a polling Service that is responsible for getting 
dynamic point data from the BMS into the database 708. 
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Preferably, the active service 710 runs as a Windows NT 
Service. On Startup, a polling Service preferably retrieves all 
mapped points configured in the BMS along with a desig 
nated Sampling frequency and point type. A polling Service 
preferably sets up polling for active points (i.e., those points 
for which polling is enabled and Selected). The polling 
Service responds to polling frequency changes, changes to 
the polling on/off State (also referred to as the polling enable 
State), and changes to the mapped point configuration 
through a Windows NT event, based on configuration data in 
the database 708. Such changes are also reflected in an 
update to a cached list of points maintained in the polling 
Service or database 708. 

0070 Preferably, a polling service supports the monitor 
ing of multiple, different points on the one or more BMS 
networks. An embodiment of a polling Service preferably 
Spreads different point reads apart within a specified polling 
interval So as to limit the load on the BMS network. 
Alternatively, if the points are located on different BMS 
networks (see the multiple BMS networks of FIG. 4), the 
polling Service preferably group-Schedules the multiple 
point reads closer together to minimize the frequency of 
inter-network or dialog communication. Point read failures 
are communicated using an alarms component. The polling 
service reads point data using the BMS service 712. The 
polling service 710 also uses a dynamic DB component to 
write dynamic BMS data into the database, although other 
means of accessing the database 708 are also contemplated 
within the Scope of the present invention. 
0071 FIG. 8 depicts system components associated with 
a rates Service in an embodiment of the present invention. 
Preferably, a rates service 800 is a Windows NT service that 
is responsible for periodically collecting real-time rates by 
interfacing with an underlying client for rate data from an 
ESP. The rates service 800 accesses the database 812 via the 
DB component 814 to store downloaded utilities rates (i.e., 
exemplary configuration data) and consumption data (i.e., 
exemplary BMS data). The rates service 800 is also config 
ured to interface with multiple clients for different rate 
Services, to retry rate collection in case of failures, and to Set 
default rates in case of a failure to collect rates after a 
Specified number of retried counts. The rates may be actual 
or predicted rates. Generally, clients access the database 812 
through a DB component 814, as shown by the command 
816 from a client application. The event log component 802 
provides interfaces that abstract writing events to the Win 
dows NT event log. Furthermore, the events can be reviewed 
through the Windows NT event viewer. 

0.072 The EnerLink client 822 is one example of a rate 
Source through which rates can be obtained. The EnerLink 
client 822 communicates with EnerLink Server 820, which 
provides the processing required to connect with and extract 
real-time prices from the ESP. A dial-up interface 804 
provides an example of a means to connect with the utility 
to obtain real time pricing data, although other means, 
including the Internet and extranet or other connection 
means are contemplated within the Scope of the present 
invention. 

0073. In case of a failure to obtain rates, the EnerLink 
client 822 is configured to dispatch an alarm through an 
alarms component 806. The alarms component 806 can 
dispatch alarms through an SMTP e-mail component 808 to 
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Send alarms by e-mail. More generally, error messages can 
be communicated using message component 810, Such as by 
pop-up System messaging. The configuration information 
stored in the database 812 preferably includes contact infor 
mation, Such as a contact phone number or email address, 
used to communicate the alarm to designated perSonnel. The 
alarms component 806 can obtain the contact information 
through the DB component 814 and forward the alarm as 
directed. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
Such contact information also includes an indicator of the 
preferred communication means for alarms relating to a 
given piece of equipment. The rates service 800 and the 
EnerLink client 822 are preferably both configured to access 
the database 812 through DB component 814. 
0074 FIG. 9 depicts the components employed to Sup 
port a metering Service in accordance with the present 
invention. Preferably, the metering service 900 is an active 
service application, implemented as a Windows NT service. 
A metering service 900 is responsible for reading the meter 
data based on configuration information in a database 902. 
To accommodate different types of meters, the metering 
service 900 updates dynamic meter data in the database 902 
via a meter-BMS client (a request-driven Service applica 
tion), which accesses the database 902 via a dynamic DB 
component 904. Furthermore, the metering service 900 also 
accesses configuration data in database 902 via a DB com 
ponent 906, which preferably comprises an Object Model 
and a Data Model. A command 908 from a client application 
is communicated through the DB component 906 to access 
meter data in the database 902. 

0075. The metering service preferably provides functions 
for querying for a list of meters that are to be read; using the 
services of the DB component 906; segregating the list of 
meters based on meter types (BMS, CEBus, and others); 
Scheduling the meter list of clients So that the meter reading 
intervals are spread evenly among the meters, maintaining 
the Schedule list, polling at regular intervals the meter list 
maintained for each of the clients to determine whether there 
are any meters to be read; Sending to each client a list of 
meters to be read on that client, waiting for configuration 
modification notifications, and modifying meter data in the 
meter list stored in the database 902. The metering service 
900 accesses the BMS service 912 through the meter-BMS 
client 910. The meter-BMS client 910 provides necessary 
functionality for retrieving meter data (i.e., by reading the 
meter) from different types of meters that are connected to 
the BMS network. The meter-BMS client 910 can also 
initiate alarms through the alarm component 914 and is 
configured to compute consumption, demand, and other 
meter-related characteristics based on pulse count in accor 
dance with predetermined algorithms. In an alternative 
embodiment, the data interface includes the functionality for 
computer consumption, demand, and other meter-related 
characteristics. 

0076 FIG. 10 depicts components employed to support 
a polling Service in accordance with the present invention. 
The polling Service architecture is responsible for getting 
dynamic point data from a BMS service 1008 and recording 
it into a database 1004. Preferably, the polling service 1000 
is an active Service application, implemented as a Windows 
NT service. On startup, the polling service 1000 retrieves all 
mapped points configured in the database 1004 along with 
each point's Sampling frequency, polling enable State, point 
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type, and other relevant data. The polling service 1000 
configures polling for active points (i.e., those points for 
which polling is enabled). Generally, polling involves 
requesting point data from the BMS service 1008 at a 
predetermined frequency or on a time Schedule. When the 
BMS service 1008 responds with the requested data, the 
polling service 1000 records the dynamic point data in the 
database 1004 via the dynamic DB component 1002. The 
polling service 1000 distributes point read calls to the BMS 
service 1008 over a designated frequency period. The poll 
ing Service 1000 also responds to polling frequency changes, 
changes to polling enable States, and mapped point configu 
ration changes. Such changes are initiated by command 
1018 from a client application, either on a separate client 
computer or a client application internal to the Server. Such 
changes are communicated by a Windows NT event to 
which the polling service 1000 responds and updates the 
cache list of points. The command 1018 is communicated 
through DB component 1006 to make changes to the point 
data stored in the database 1004. 

0.077 If a point read failure occurs, the polling service 
1000 communicates the failure to other components in the 
System using an alarms component 1010. The alarms com 
ponent preferably obtains a recipient list according to an 
identifier associated with the particular alarm. In an embodi 
ment of the present invention, the recipient list is Stored as 
configuration data in the database 1004 and includes fields 
asSociated with the names of one or more recipients, an 
indicator of the preferred alarm communication method 
(e.g., e-mail, fax, pager, or event log), a textual, tactile, 
graphical or auditory message to be communicated to the 
recipient, and a time Schedule indicating when the recipient 
should receive an alarm communication. For example, a 
recipient who works during a first shift may have a time 
Schedule indicating that they are to receive alarms from 
seven o’clock to four o'clock Monday,Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday. 
0078. The alarm functionality and the configuration data 
from the database 1004 on which it relies, provide an 
excellent illustration of the advantages provided by com 
bining BMS data with building-related configuration data. 
Whereas in a standard BMS system, a limited scope and 
quantity of BMS data is associated with a specific point or 
meter (e.g., as identified by the point attributes), the building 
information system of the present invention relates the BMS 
data to real-world configuration data that allows information 
calculations and other functionality to be integrated for the 
benefit of the building operator. For example, if configura 
tion data includes layout data regarding an air conditioning 
unit having current Sensor, the power consumption for the air 
conditioning unit can be calculated by the building infor 
mation System. The layout data (i.e., also exemplary con 
figuration data) preferably indicates the Supply Voltage level, 
or the identity of the Voltage Source coupled to the air 
conditioning unit and, therefore, allows the building infor 
mation System to calculate power consumption from the 
detected current value and the Supply Voltage determined 
from the configuration data (power=Voltage times current). 
0079 The alarms component 1010 communicates an 
alarm via an SMTP e-mail component 1012 or via a mes 
saging component 1014. The SMTP e-mail component 1012 
is an in-proc DLL that can Send e-mail messages to one or 
more recipients. This component uses sockets and an SMTP 
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host to send an e-mail. Preferably, the SMTP mail compo 
nent 1012 is an active server page (ASP) component 
employing a MAPI (Messaging Application Programming 
Interface) service, which is a service built into Microsoft 
WINDOWS NT that enables different email applications to 
work together to distribute email. AS long as both applica 
tions are MAPI-enabled, they can share mail messages with 
each other. Alternative messaging Services are also contem 
plated within the Scope of the present invention to Support 
the Microsoft WINDOWS platforms and other platforms, 
including SOLARIS and LINUX. The messaging compo 
nent 1014 provides necessary Services to Send messages, 
including e-mail, pages, faxes, or entries in an event log. 

0080 FIG. 11 depicts a flowchart of communications 
relating to a request for dynamic meter data in an embodi 
ment of the present invention. The left side of FIG. 11 
relates to operations preferably occurring in a client, Such as 
client computer 402 in FIG. 4. The right side of FIG. 11 
corresponds to operations occurring on a building informa 
tion server, such as server computer 400 in FIG. 4. It is 
assumed that a metering Service was previously instructed to 
request consumption data for meter A from a BMS Service, 
Such as the BMS service 614 in FIG. 6A, at 15 minute 
intervals. The BMS service retrieves the consumption data 
from meter A on the BMS network at the appropriate interval 
and dynamically loads it into a database. 
0081. In operation 1100, a client application requests 
current energy consumption data relating to meter A. Meter 
A represents a meter coupled to a BMS network attached to 
the Server. In operation 1102, the request is passed by a 
client-side Object Model to the server. In operation 1104 on 
the server-side, a server-side Object Model receives the 
request from the client-side Object Model and requests the 
energy consumption data for meter A from the database. 

0082 Preferably, the dynamic meter data is stored in the 
database in accordance with read requests by a metering 
service. For example, prior to the client request of 1100, the 
client application requested that a meter reading frequency 
of ten minute intervals be configured for meter A. The 
request was passed through the Object Models and the ten 
minute interval was Stored in the database. The metering 
Service accesses the database and determines that a meter 
reading frequency has been configured for meter A. There 
after, the meter service causes the BMS service to read the 
meter A at ten minute intervals. The dynamic data result 
from each meter reading is then loaded by the BMS server 
through the dynamic DB component into the database. Once 
in the database, the dynamic data can be retrieved by the 
client application in accordance with the flowchart of FIG. 
11. 

0083) In operation 1110, a Data Model retrieves the 
consumption data from the database and returns it to the 
server-side Object Model. In operation 1112, the server-side 
Object Model passes the consumption data to the client-side 
Object Model. In operation 1114 on the client-side, the 
client-side Object Model passes the consumption data to the 
parametrics tool (see parametrics tool 718 in FIG. 7). 
Typically, the parametric tool is used to interpolate between 
individual meter reads (such as meter reads spaced at fifteen 
minute intervals) to estimate consumption at Smaller time 
intervals. For example, in operation 1116, the client-side 
Object Model passes the consumption data to a client 
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application, which preferably displays the consumption data 
to a user or otherwise operates on it. 

0084 FIG. 12 depicts a flowchart of communications 
representing a request by a client application for configura 
tion data from a database in an embodiment of the present 
invention. In operation 1200, the client application obtains a 
polling frequency value of point A from a Sampling fre 
quency object. In addition to configuration data Such as a 
polling frequency, other data, including without limitation, 
the owner of the building, the building location, recipient 
lists for alarms, rates, and relationships between BMS data 
and other configuration data may be requested in accordance 
with the flowchart of FIG. 12. In operation 1202, the 
client-side Object Model passes the request to a Server. 

0085. In operation 1204 on the server-side, the server 
side Object Model passes the requests to the Data Model. In 
operation 1206, the Data Model requests the polling fre 
quency for point A from the database. In operation 1208, the 
Data Model returns the polling frequency for point A to the 
server-side Object Model. In operation 1210, the server-side 
Object Model passes the polling frequency for point A to the 
client-side Object Model. In operation 1212 on the client 
side, the client-side Object Model receives the polling 
frequency for point Afrom the server-side Object Model and 
passes it to the client application. 

0.086 FIGS. 13A and 13B depict the communications 
relating to Setting a new polling frequency for a point in an 
embodiment of the present invention. In operation 1300, the 
client application requests to Set a new polling frequency for 
point A. In operation 1302, the client-side Object Model 
passes the request to the Server. 

0087. In operation 1304 on the server-side, the server 
Side Object Model passes the new frequency, which was 
passed as a parameter in the request, to the Data Model. In 
operation 1306, the Data Model stores a new frequency in 
the database. In operation 1308, the server-side Object 
Model notifies the polling Service that a polling frequency 
has changed. In an embodiment of the present invention, 
operations 1304 and 1308 are performed concurrently. In 
operation 1310, the polling Service reads the new frequency 
from the database via the DB component, which preferably 
comprises the server-side Object Model and the Data Model. 
In operation 1312, the polling Service requests point data 
from the BMS service in accordance with the new polling 
frequency. 

0088. In operation 1314, the BMS service reads the point 
data from point A. Operation 1316 determines whether a 
read error occurred. If a read error did not occur in operation 
1318, the BMS service sends the point data to the polling 
service. In operation 1320, the polling service stores the 
point data to the database via the dynamic DB component. 
If a read error was detected in operation 1316, processing 
proceeds to operation 1322, where the polling Service noti 
fies an alarm component of the read error. In operation 1324, 
an alarm is passed to a client by an appropriate method (e.g., 
an e-mail or other messaging method) using configuration 
data from the database to identify recipients and describe the 
failure. 

0089 FIGS. 14A, 14B and 14C depict a flowchart of 
communications relating to the discovery of points coupled 
to the client/server System in an embodiment of the present 
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invention. In operation 1400, the client application initiates 
the discovery process for the request. In operation 1402, the 
client-side Object Model receives the request and passes it 
to the server. In operation 1404 on the server-side, the 
Server-Side Object Model receives the request and passes it 
to a BMS client component of the BMS service. In operation 
1406, the BMS client component initiates the BMS service 
point discovery process. In operation 1408, the BMS service 
initiates the point discovery interfaces in a BACnet client 
component. In operation 1410, the BACnet client compo 
nent polls the BACnet server for all devices in the system. 
In operation 1412, the number of devices detected by the 
BACnet server is returned to the BMS service, to the BMS 
client, and through the server-side Object Model to the 
client-side Object Model. In operation 1414, the client-side 
Object Model receives the number of devices and passes it 
to the client application. In operation 1416, the client 
application displays a Status indicator to the user showing 
the total number of devices in the system. 
0090. In operation 1418, the BMS service polls the 
BACnet client for the points connected to each device in the 
System. In operation 1420, as all points connected to each 
device are discovered, a Status indicator is passed through 
the server-side Object Model to the client indicating that 
point discovery from that device is completed. In operation 
1422 on the client-side, the client-side Object Model 
receives the Status indicator and passes it to the client 
application. In operation 1424, the client application dis 
plays a Status indicator to the user as each device discovery 
is completed. In operation 1426, all discovered points are 
Stored into the database through the dynamic DB component 
by the BMS service. 
0091. In operation 1428, the client application requests a 

list of all discovered points. In operation 1430, the client 
Side Object Model receives the request and passes it to the 
server. In operation 1432 on the server-side, the server-side 
Object Model requests a list of discovered points from the 
Data Model. In operation 1434, the Data Model retrieves the 
list of discovered points from the database. In operation 
1436, the Data Model passes the list of discovered points to 
the server-side Object Model. In operation 1438, the server 
side Object Model passes the list of discovered points to the 
client. In operation 1440, the client-side Object Model 
receives the list of discovered points and passes it to the 
client application. In operation 1442, the client application 
displays the list of discovered points to a user. 
0092. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
the point discovery process is combined with a point mis 
match alarm component that compares a first array of 
discovered points determined at a previous time with a 
Second array of discovered points determined at a current 
time. The first array is preferably stored in the database and 
accessed by the point mismatch alarm component for com 
parison with the Second array. If the arrays do not match, 
then the alarm component notifies an appropriate perSon 
(Such a building operator) or Service that a point mismatch 
is detected in accordance with a recipients list in the data 
base. If the mismatch involves a point that is indicated in the 
first array but not the Second array, the alarm indicates that 
a point is no longer responding to the discovery request, 
which may result from a malfunction of the corresponding 
equipment, a fault in the BMS network, and other events 
within the system. Alternatively, if the mismatch involves a 
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point that is indicated in the Second array but not the first 
array, the alarm indicates that a new point has been discov 
ered. For example, the “new point' alarm may notify a 
perSon or Service to map the new point using the Schematic 
mapping capability of an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

0.093 FIG. 15 illustrates data structures and relationships 
in an exemplary Building Information System (BIS) data 
base in an embodiment of the present invention. A BIS 
server 1500 preferably comprises the processing elements of 
a server computer system, such as the server 600 of FIG. 
6A. Such elements, for example, may include a client 
interface 620, one or more service applications 618, a data 
interface 616, a BMS service 614, and one or more network 
interfaces. Other Server configurations for managing build 
ing information Systems are also contemplated within the 
Scope of the present invention. 
0094) In the illustrated embodiment, the BIS server 1500 

is coupled via a communications network or data bus to 
access one or more Storage media including a BIS database 
1502. Database tables in the BIS database 1502 (such as 
1504, 1506, 1520 and 1508) define various COM-based 
objects. Generally, database tables consist of rows corre 
sponding to a given object (identified by a unique ID) and its 
attributes. Alternative data formats (e.g., XML or other 
text-based formats) or structures may also be employed in 
place of or in combination with the database tables within 
the Scope of the present invention. 
0095. In the illustrated embodiment, individual 
BMSPoint objects (defined in a BMSPoint table 1502) are 
associated with one or more BIS equipment objects (defined 
in BISEquipment table 1506) by a mapping structure, such 
as a BISPoint table 1508 or a BISMeterPoint table 1520. In 
various embodiments of the present invention, the BISE 
quipment table 1506 generically represents a variety of 
Specific building-related database tables within a given 
building information System, including without limitation 
tables for specific equipment (e.g., boilers, chillers, cooling 
towers); tables for specific buildings; tables for associated 
utilities, owners and tenants, tables for building System 
loops, and tables for utility rates. 
0096) The BMS objects preferably represent physical 
points, meters and devices within a BMS network. For 
example, dynamic BMS data 1514 (e.g., represented by 
objects defined in the input and output tables discussed with 
regard to FIGS. 22-24) is generated or received by one or 
more associated BMS points within the BMS network. In an 
embodiment the present invention, BMSPoint objects are 
contained by BMSDevice objects (defined in BMSDevice 
table 1510), wherein each BMSDevice object is associated 
with one or more BMSPoint objects and related BMS data. 
Accordingly, in this architecture, multiple Sensors, actuators, 
and meters can be associated with a single BMS device. 
0097) Database tables 1506 in the BIS database 1502 
define configuration elements (i.e., configuration database 
components) associated with the building information Sys 
tem in the database. The configuration elements are repre 
sented as BIS objects, which are partially defined by a base 
class (e.g., “BIS Component') from which all BIS objects 
are derived. The associated base class describes the basic 
attributes preferably common to all BIS objects in the BIS 
database 1502. The structure of an exemplary BIS Compo 
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nent class is illustrated in Table 1. Each BIS object derived 
from a BIS Component includes the fields of the BIS 
Component as well as other fields specific to the individual 
BIS objects. 

TABLE 1. 

Field Name Description 

ComponentId The Primary key for the BIS component 
ContainerKey A Foreign key to a Container object 
CampusKey The ComponentKey of the Campus object 
BuildingKey The ComponentKey of the Building object 
Name The name of the Component object 
Description The description of the Component object. 

The default value is “” 
Type The type of the Component object 
Status Active or inactive 

0098 Generally, configuration database components 
Storing configuration information associated with a building 
are structured as BIS Components. BMS database compo 
nents relating to BMS data associated with a point in a 
building on the BMS network are mapped to BIS Compo 
nent objects via the BISPoint table 1508, which establishes 
a database relationship between a BMSPoint object 1512 
(and the associated BMS data) and a BIS Component 1524 
(e.g., a cooling tower object). In addition, BMS database 
components associated with BMS data associated with a 
meter in a building on the BMS network are mapped to BIS 
Component objects via the BISMeterPoint table 1520, 
which establishes a database relationship between the 
BMSPoint object 1512 (and the associated BMS data) and 
the BIS Component 1522 (e.g., a BISMeter object). 
0099 FIG. 16 illustrates mapping structures used to 
establish data relationships between building management 
System database components and building information Sys 
tem configuration components in an embodiment of the 
present invention. The “dbo' label identifies the data struc 
tures as a “database object”. It is to be understood that the 
database tables disclosed herein are exemplary tables with 
exemplary Structures employed in one embodiment of the 
present invention. Alternative or additional tables with alter 
native Structural configurations may also be employed 
within the Scope of the present invention. Furthermore, in 
FIGS. 16-24, the lines connecting the various database table 
representations indicate a one-to-many database relationship 
between the connected tables (i.e., the “many characteristic 
is indicated by the dot at one end of the connector). For 
example, the connector between the BMSDevice table 1600 
and the BMSPoint table 1602 indicates that “many” 
BMSPoint objects may be referenced (e.g., contained by) by 
a single BMSDevice object. 
01.00) A BMSDevice table 1600 preferably defines BMS 
device objects (e.g., representing equipment on the BMS 
network). In one embodiment, a BMSDevice object 1600 is 
contained by an Owner object (see FIG. 17), which is a BIS 
Component describing an owner of a building coupled to the 
building information System, including contact information 
used for alarms and other communications. The “Compo 
nentkey field contains a primary or foreign key for a given 
BMSDevice object. The “BMSObjectID” field contains a 
unique numeric ID code associated with the BMS device on 
the BMS network (i.e., unique within a given Owner object). 
In one embodiment, the BMSObjectID code is unique 
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within the entire BIS, even if the equipment is owned by 
different owners. In an alternative embodiment, additional 
gateway information is included in association with each 
BMSObjectID code, so that the code is merely unique within 
a given BMS network. The “ObjectType” field indicates a 
membership to a particular enumerated object type class. 
Exemplary object types are defined by the BACnet standard, 
maintained by the American Society of Heating, Refriger 
ating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (“ASHRAE), 
although additional types may also be employed in alterna 
tive embodiments. The “ObjectDescription” field contains a 
character string description of a given BMS device. The 
“VendorName” field contains a character string description 
of the manufacturer of the BMS device. The “ModelName’ 
field contains a character String description of the model of 
the BMS device. The “ApplicationSoftwareVersion” field 
includes a character String description of the version of the 
application software installed on the BMS device. The 
“SystemStatus' field contains an enumerated System status 
indicator associated with the BMS device, Such as OPERA 
TIONAL READ ONLY, DOWNLOAD REQ, etc. The 
“DiscoveryStatus' field contains an enumerated discovery 
status indicator, such as “Deleted”, “Discovery Not Com 
plete”, “Discovery Complete”, etc. 
0101 ABMSPoint table 1602 defines BMS point objects 
corresponding to Sensors and actuators on equipment in the 
BMS network. In one embodiment of the present invention, 
configuration information (e.g., in BISMeter component 
1522 and BISEquipment component 1524) is mapped 
through mapping structures (e.g., BISMeterPoint table 1520 
and BISPoint table 1508) to a BMSPoint object 1602, which 
is associated with dynamic data that is input from and output 
to the BMS network. In an alternative embodiment, a 
BMSMeter object (not shown) may be used as a separate 
BMS counterpart mapped to the BISMeter component 1522. 
In the alternative embodiment, the BMSMeter object is 
asSociated with the dynamic input and output data of meters 
on the BMS network. 

0102) A BMSPoint object includes one or more BMS 
attribute fields characterizing the BMS Point object. Fur 
thermore, a BMSPoint object 1602 is preferably contained 
by a BMSDevice object. The “ComponentKey” field con 
tains a primary or foreign key for a given BMSPoint object. 
The “ContainerKey” field contains a foreign key to the 
containing BMSDevice object. The “ObjectId” field con 
tains a unique numeric ID code associated with the BMS 
point (i.e., unique within the BMSDevice object). The 
“ObjectType” field indicates a membership to a particular 
enumerated object type class. The “Object Description” field 
contains a character String description of the BMS point. In 
one embodiment, a standard 8-character BMS identifier 
populates the “ObjectDescription” field. In alternative 
embodiments, other descriptorS or identifiers may be 
employed in the ObjectDescription field. The “DeviceType” 
field contains a text description of the physical Sensor or 
actuator connected through an analog input. 
0103) The “High Limit” field contains a floating point 
upper limit that the dynamic data associated with the current 
BMSPoint object 1602 must exceed to generate an alarm 
event. The “LowLimit” field contains a floating point lower 
limit that the dynamic data associated with the current 
BMSPoint object 1602 must fall below to generate an alarm 
event. The “Units' field contains an enumerated engineering 
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unit of measure associated with the values of the current 
BMSPoint object 1602. The “Category” field contains the 
enumerated category associated with the unit of measure 
indicated in the Units field. The "RatedkW' field contains 
the power rating of the current point. The “IsMonitored” 
field contains a primary flag indicating whether the point is 
monitored. The “MonitoringInterval” field containing a time 
interval at which the current point is sampled. The “Used 
ForPowerCalc' field contains a binary flag that denotes 
whether the associated BMS data received from the point is 
used in a power calculation for the piece of equipment to 
which it is associated. The “PowerCalcType' field contains 
an enumerated indicator of the type of power calculation to 
perform using the associated BMS data, such as Power, 
Current, Status, None, etc. The “DiscoveryStatus” field 
contains an enumerated discovery Status indicator, Such as 
“Point Deleted”, “Discovery Not Complete”, “Discovery 
Complete', etc. 
0104. The BISPoint table 1604 defines a mapping struc 
ture to establish a database relationship between the 
dynamic BMS data associated with a BMSPoint object and 
a corresponding configuration data defined by a BIS Com 
ponent. In an embodiment of the present invention, the 
dynamic BMS data is represented in the BMS data table 
1504 in FIG. 15 and is associated with a BMSPoint object 
1602. In addition, the BIS configuration data is preferably 
defined in a BIS Component table, such as BIS Equipment 
table 1606 or BIS Meter table 1608 (see the description of 
BISMeter table 1802 in FIG. 18). By following the database 
relationships established by the BISPoint table 1604, a BIS 
Service operating on BMS data can identify the correspond 
ing configuration data to provide enhanced capabilities. For 
example, 

0105. The BISPoint table 1604, for example, maps 
BMSPoint objects to configuration information associated 
with one or more pieces of equipment or other BIS con 
figuration components (Such as buildings, campuses, utili 
ties, loops, etc.). The “BISPointId” field contains a primary 
key for a given mapping structure (e.g., recorded in a row of 
the table). The “ContainerKey” field includes a foreign key 
to the containing BIS equipment object or a BIS loop object 
that is associated with a controlled point (i.e., an output) or 
a monitored point (i.e., an input). The “BMSPointKey” field 
contains a foreign key to a BMSPoint object that is mapped 
to the BIS Component object indicated in the “Equipment 
Key” field, The “EquipmentKey” field includes a foreign 
key to a BIS equipment component object or a BIS loop 
component object that is associated with the controlled point 
or the monitored point. The “EquipmentType” field contains 
the enumerated type of the BIS Component object indicated 
in the Equipmentkey field. 
0106 The “HotSpotdescription” field contains a memory 
description for a hotspot diagram points type that is used to 
map a dynamic data Stream to a piece of equipment. A 
hotspot represents a Schematic location of a point or meter 
on a piece of equipment. The “ISActive” field contains a 
binary flag indicating a status of the associated BMS point 
(e.g., Active or Inactive). The “IsMonitored” field contains 
a binary flag indicating whether the point is being monitored 
(i.e., periodically read and stored in the database"). The 
“PointType” field contains a description of the type of 
hotspot point described by the current object, including 
without limitation BIS SENSOR, BIS SETPOINT, 
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BIS POWERSTATUS, and BIS ARROW. The “PointIn 
dex' field contains an index into the schematic for the 
hotspot, wherein the Schematic preferably includes a graphi 
cal Schematic control displayed on the client and a Server 
Side object maintaining a list of hotspots on a given piece of 
equipment. 

01.07 A BISMeterPoint table 1610 maps BMSPoint 
objects to configuration information relating to a meter or to 
a hotspot description. The “MeterPointId” field contains a 
primary key for a given BISMeterPoint object. The 
“BMSPointKey” field contains a foreign key of the 
BMSPoint object to which the meter is being mapped. The 
“Update Field” field contains a character string name of the 
field to be updated. The “EquipmentKey” field contains a 
foreign key to a BIS equipment component or loop compo 
nent object that is associated with either a controlled point 
(i.e., an output) or a monitored point (i.e., an input). A 
controller is an exemplary output, and a Sensor is an exem 
plary input. The "EquipmentType' field contains the enu 
merated type of the BIS Component object indicated in the 
EquipmentKey field. The “HotSpotdescription” field con 
tains a memory description for a hotspot diagram point type 
that is used to map a dynamic data Stream to a piece of 
equipment. The “IsActive” field contains a binary flag 
indicating a status of the associated BMS point (e.g., Active 
or Inactive). The “IsMonitored” field contains a binary flag 
indicating whether the point is being monitored (i.e., peri 
odically read and stored in the database'. The “Status' field 
indicates an enumerated Status value, preferably including 
one of the following: “Point Deleted”, “Discovery Not 
Complete', or “Discovery Complete'. 

0108) Although the objects 1600 and 1602 include infor 
mation in BMS attribute fields (e.g., High Limit and Units), 
the BMS objects 1600 and 1602 are also mapped to con 
figuration components (e.g., BIS Components) in the data 
base via the BISPoint object 1604 and BISMeterPoint object 
1610, which function as mapping Structures. Each 
BMSPoint object 1602 is preferably associated with 
dynamic data (e.g., Stored in the objects described with 
regard to FIG. 22-24)) received from or destined to BMS 
equipment on the BMS network. Server application can 
coordinate the dynamic data relative to configuration infor 
mation for a facility, a facility owner, a building, a building 
campus, an associated utility, and internal building Systems 
(e.g., HVAC (“heating, ventilation and air-conditioning”) or 
electrical Systems) based Solely on the configuration infor 
mation (e.g., independent of a given BMS Point's 8-char 
acter identifier). 
0109 For example, an application, such as an alarm 
application, can monitor dynamic data from a Sensor on a 
given piece of equipment, based on the equipment's real 
World description and the Sensor's hotspot description 
(examples of configuration information), rather than based 
on the BMS identifier for the sensor. The BIS maps these 
real-world descriptions through the mapping Structure to 
identify the corresponding BMS point on the BMS network. 
Dynamic data associated with the BMS point can then be 
accessed and analyzed by the application. If an alarm limit 
is exceeded, the application can issue an alarm message to 
an owner or other specified contact perSon associated with 
the piece of equipment via e-mail, pager, telephone, or other 
communication method based on configuration information 
Stored in the database. 
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0110 FIG. 17 illustrates exemplary database tables and 
corresponding relationships relating to “Owner objects in 
Owner table 1700 in an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The Owner object 1700 contains references to configu 
ration information about a building owner. In an embodi 
ment of the present invention, the Owner object 1700 is the 
highest BIS Component in the BIS object hierarchy, 
although other BIS object hierarchies are contemplated 
within the scope of the present invention. The “Component 
Key field contains a primary or foreign key for a given 
Owner object. The “ContainerKey” field contains a foreign 
key to a container object. In an embodiment the present 
invention, the Owner object has no container object, which 
is indicated by a “-1 value in this field. In an alternative 
embodiment, however, the Owner object may be contained 
by another object. The “AddressKey” field contains a for 
eign key to an Address object (defined in Address table 
1704), which contains contact information associated with 
the owner. 

0111. The Utility table 1706 defines BIS Component 
objects that Store configuration information about utilities, 
and their representative and rates. The “ComponentKey” 
field contains a primary or foreign key for a given Utility 
object. The “ContainerKey” field contains a foreign key to 
the containing Owner object. The “AddressKey” field con 
tains a foreign key to an Address object (defined in Address 
table 1708), which contains contact information associated 
with a given utility. The “SecurityId” field is a Windows NT 
Security ID (SID) used to gain access to the Utility object. 
The “ServiceType” field contains enumerated service type 
(e.g., natural gas, electric, etc.) Supplied by the utility. 
Preferably, a Utility object 1706 is also associated with a rate 
Schedule table (not shown) and a rate contract table (not 
shown) used to define the configuration of rates provided by 
a corresponding utility and relating to the type of Service 
provided by the utility. 

0112 One or more Campus objects 1710 are contained by 
a given Owner object 1700 in an embodiment the present 
invention. A Campus object (defined by Campus table 1710) 
is a BIS Component that Stores configuration information 
about a building campus including one or more buildings. 
The “ComponentKey” field contains a primary or foreign 
key for a given Campus object. The “ContainerKey” field 
contains a foreign key to a containing Owner object. The 
“AddressKey” field contains a foreign key to the Address 
object (defined in Address table 1720), representing the 
address of the campus defined in Campus object 1710. The 
"Longitude” field contains a longitude value corresponding 
to the current campus. The “Latitude” field contains a 
latitude value corresponding to the current campus. The 
"Elevation” field contains an elevation value corresponding 
to the current campus. 
0113. One or more Building objects 1724 are contained 
by a given Campus object 1710 and store configuration 
information relating to buildings coupled by a given BMS 
network. A Building object (defined by Building table 1724) 
is a BIS Component that Stores configuration information 
about a building coupled with the BMS network. The 
“Componentkey field contains a primary or foreign key to 
a given Building object. The “ContainerKey” field contains 
a foreign key to be containing Campus object. The 
“AddressKey field contains a foreign key to an Address 
object (defined in Address table 1726), which contains 
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contact information associated with the building. The 
“Area' field contains a floating point value defining the total 
floor area of the building. The “NumberOfFloors” field 
describes a number of floors in the building. 
0114. The Schedule object (defined by the Schedule 
table) 1722 is a BIS Component object that stores configu 
ration information about a complete Schedule Suitable for 
defining occupancy or equipment Schedules. Preferably, the 
Schedule object 1722 is substantially compatible with 
Schedules provided by common building management Sys 
tems. If the type of Schedule is “Equipment’, then a group 
of BMS points is associated with the schedule. If the type of 
Schedule is “Occupancy', then a building Zone is associated 
with the schedule. The “ComponentKey” field contains a 
primary or foreign key of a given Schedule object. The 
“Containerkey field contains a foreign key to the contain 
ing Owner object 1700. The “ScheduleType” field contains 
an enumerated value indicating whether the Schedule is an 
occupancy Schedule, an equipment Schedule, or other type of 
Schedule. An occupancy Schedule indicates the historical 
occupancy of a given building. In addition, Some equipment 
in a building is not actively controlled, but is run entirely on 
a fixed Schedule. For example, the lighting in a parking lot 
or a company sign may be on a fixed Seasonally adjusted 
equipment schedule. The “StartDate” field defines the start 
ing date for the schedule. The “StopDate” field defines the 
Stopping date for the Schedule. A given Schedule is valid 
only between its Starting date and its stopping date. The 
“ValueType' indicates whether the value of the object con 
tained by the Schedule object 1722 indicates an absolute 
value or a percentage value. 
0115 FIG. 18 illustrates exemplary database tables asso 
ciated with the Building table 1722 in an embodiment the 
present invention. In alternative embodiments, one or more 
of the database tables discussed in FIGS. 18-20 may be 
associated with the Building table 1722. Furthermore, alter 
native or additional database tables (not shown) may be 
employed in association with the Building table 1722. A 
ThermoLoop object (defined in ThermoLoop table 1800) is 
a BIS Component that Stores configuration information 
about a fluid conducting loop that is associated with various 
pieces of equipment, Such as boilers, chillers, Steam to hot 
water converters, heat recovery chillers, central heat pumps, 
cooling towers, generic heat Sources, and generic cooling 
Sources. The “Componentkey field contains a primary or 
foreign key for a given ThermoLoop object. The “Container 
Key field contains a foreign key to the containing Building 
or Campus object. The “RatedWorkingPressure' field con 
tains an integer value representing the working pressure of 
the fluid loop. The “LoopType' field indicates the type of 
thermal loop, Such as a Steam loop, a hot water loop, a 
chilled water loop, a changeover loop, a heat pump loop, a 
heat rejection loop, and other generic thermal loops. The 
“LoopFluid” field contains an enumerated indicator of the 
type of fluid, include without limitation pure water, Saltwa 
ter, ethylene glycol, and propylene glycol. 
0116. Most medium to large buildings provide heating 
and cooling in a building by pumping fluid in pipes from a 
boiler or a chiller to an air handling unit. To analyze the heat 
distribution performance of the heating/cooling System, an 
application may require the heat transfer characteristics of 
the fluid in the pipe, which may be accessed or derived from 
one or more of the following three fields. The “Concentra 
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tion” field contains a concentration value (e.g., 10%) asso 
ciated with the fluid in the loop. The “Fluid Density” field 
contains the fluid density parameter of the fluid in the loop. 
The “SpecificHeat' field contains the specific heat parameter 
for the fluid in the loop. While the information in the 
preceding three fields may be considered redundant, it is not 
uncommon for a building operator to know only the con 
centration of ethylene glycol, for example, in their loop. In 
this situation, an application can calculate the fluid density 
in the Specific heat parameters of a fluid in the pipes from the 
fluid type and the concentration provided. 

0117 A BISMeter object (defined in BISMeter table 
1802) is a BIS Component that stores configuration infor 
mation about a meter device on the BMS network that 
measures and periodically reports use and demand informa 
tion. Each meter preferably has a reporting interval associ 
ated with it to Specify the approximate amount of time 
between readings for inclusion in the database. The “Com 
ponentkey field contains a primary or foreign key for a 
given BISMeter object. The “ContainerKey” field contains a 
foreign key to a containing Building or BISMeter object 
(i.e., a meter object can be contained by another meter 
object). The “RatesContractKey” field contains a foreign 
key to an object in a rate contract table (not shown), which 
Specifies configuration information relating to a utility con 
tract, Such as a foreign key to an associated utility, a foreign 
key to a rate Schedule, a foreign key to a customer (e.g. an 
Owner or Tenant), an account number, and high and low 
limits for rate alarms. The “IsSubMeter” field is a primary 
flag indicating whether the meter is a Submeter (i.e., a meter 
contained in another meter). The “IsOnRTP” field is a 
primary flag indicating whether the meter is used in real 
time pricing control. The “MeterType' field is an enumer 
ated value indicating the type of meter (e.g., electric, gas or 
water). 
0118. The “Manufacturer field contains a character 
String describing the manufacturer of the meter. The 
“Model” field contains a character string describing the 
model of the meter (e.g., Phase3). The “Rollover” field 
contains a value at which the meter "wraps' to Zero (e.g., 
“1999" wraps to “2000”). The “ConversionFactor” field 
contains a linear floating point conversion factor based on 
ax+b, where “X” is the meter reading in pulses and “a” is the 
conversion factor. The “Offset field contains a floating 
point constant based on ax+b, where “X” is the meter reading 
in pulses and “b' is the constant. The “SampleInterval” field 
contains a value indicating the frequency at which a meter 
reading is reported to the database. The “Protocol” field 
indicates a meter protocol, Such as CEBus, EnFlex, etc. 

0119) A PackagedACUnit object (defined in PackagedA 
CUnit table 1804) is a BIS Component that stores configu 
ration information about equipment in the BMS network that 
uses an integrated refrigeration cycle for cooling the fluid. 
The “ComponentKey” field contains a primary or foreign 
key for a given PackagedACUnit object. The “Container 
Key field contains a foreign key to the containing Building 
object. The “VolumetricFlowMode” field indicates the type 
of flow through the unit, such CAV (“Constant Air Volume”) 
and VAV (“Variable Air Volume”). The “VolumetricFlow 
Modulation” field indicates the type of flow modulation used 
in the PackagedACUnit, such as VANES/DAMPER or VFD 
(“Variable Frequency Drive”). 
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0120) The “TotalCoolingCapacity” field indicates the 
total cooling capacity of the air conditioning (“AC) unit. 
The "HeatingCapacity' field indicates the heating capacity 
of the AC unit. The “PreHeat Capacity” field indicates the 
pre-heating capacity of the AC unit. The "HeatingSource 
Type' field indicates the type of heating Source used in the 
PackagedACUnit, such as INTERNAL or NONE. The 
“CoolingSourceType” field indicates the type of cooling 
Source used in the PackagedACUnit, such as INTERNAL or 
NONE. The “PreheatSourceType” field indicates the type of 
freedom heating Source used in the PackagedACUnit, Such 
as INTERNAL or NONE. The “HeatingFuel” field indicates 
the type of fuel used by heating equipment in the Package 
dACUnit. The “PreheatFuel” field indicates the type of fuel 
used by preheating equipment in the PackagedACUnit. The 
“Economizer” field is a binary flag indicating whether the 
unit includes an economizer. The “Humidifier” field is a 
binary flag indicating whether the unit includes a humidifier. 
The “EvaporativeCooling field is a binary flag indicating 
whether the unit Supports evaporative cooling capability. 
The “EvaporativeCoolingType” field indicates the type of 
evaporative cooling used in the PackagedACUnit, Such as 
DIRECT or INDIRECT. 

0121 ATenant object (defined in Tenant table 1806) is a 
BIS Component that contains configuration information for 
a building occupant associated with at least one Zone. For 
example, a tenant may occupy all or part of a building in 
which the occupied Space is associated with a HVAC Zone. 
The “ComponentKey” field contains a primary or foreign 
key for a given Tenant object. The “ContainerKey field 
contains a foreign key to a containing Building object. The 
“AddressKey contains a foreign key to an Address object 
(not shown). The “StartDate” field indicates starting occu 
pancy date for the tenant. The “StopDate” field indicates the 
ending occupancy date for the tenant. 

0.122 FIG. 19 illustrates additional exemplary database 
tables associated with a Building table in an embodiment of 
the present invention. A HeatExchanger object (defined in 
HeatExchanger table 1900) is a BIS Component that stores 
configuration information for heat transfer equipment in the 
BMS network, which is used to provide heat transfer 
between the non-mixing media. The “ComponentKey” field 
contains a primary or foreign key for a given HeatExchanger 
object. The “ContainerKey” field contains a foreign key to 
a containing Building object. The “HeatTransferRate” field 
indicates the rate at which energy is transferred from one 
medium to another (i.e., the Rated Output). 
0123. An ElectricalPanel object (defined in Electri 
calPanel table 1902) is a BIS Component that stores con 
figuration information relating to an electrical panel in the 
BMS network. The “ComponentKey” field contains a pri 
mary or foreign key for a given ElectricalPanel object. The 
“Containerkey field contains a foreign key to a containing 
Building object. The “ServiceType” field contains an enu 
merated type of panel (e.g., 1 Phase 120/240 Vac, 3 Phase 
120/208 Vac, or 3 Phase 408/277 Vac). 
0124) An HVACZone object (defined in HVACZone 
table 1906) is a BIS Component that stores configuration 
information relating to a thermal Zone with a dedicated 
thermostat. The “ComponentKey” field contains a primary 
or foreign key for a given HVACZone object. The “Con 
tainerKey field contains a foreign key to a containing 
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Building object. The “Typical HeatingSeasonSetpoint” field 
indicates a floating point Setpoint applicable during a des 
ignated heating Season. The “TypicalCoolingSeasonSet 
point” field indicates a floating point Setpoint applicable 
during a designated cooling Season. The "TerminalSystem” 
field Stores information on the terminal System type, Such as 
VAV with REHEAT, etc. The “StandAloneCoolingType” 
field indicates a type of Stand alone cooling System, Such as 
WALLUNIT. The “StandAloneHeatingType” field indicates 
a type of Stand alone heating System, Such as BASE 
BOARD. The “StandAloneCoolingCapacity” field indicates 
the capacity of Stand alone cooling System. The "StandAl 
oneHeatingCapacity” field indicates the capacity of Stand 
alone heating system. The “Area” field indicates the total 
floor area of the corresponding Zone. The “MaximumOccu 
pancy” field indicates the maximum number of people 
designated to occupy the Zone. The “Floor” field indicates 
the floor of the building on which the HVAC Zone is located. 
0125) A SteamToHotWaterConverter object (defined in 
SteamToHotWaterConverter table 1908) is a BIS Compo 
nent that Stores configuration information for equipment 
used to convert Steam energy of one loop into hot water in 
another loop. The “ComponentKey” field contains a primary 
or foreign key for a given converter object. The “Container 
Key field contains a foreign key to a containing Building 
object. The “HeatTransferCapacity” field indicates a rate at 
which energy is transferred from one medium to another. 
0126 An AirHandler object 1910 is a BIS Component 
that Stores configuration information relating to equipment 
that modifies the psychometric properties of the controlled 
air stream. The “ComponentKey” field contains a primary or 
foreign key for a given AirHandler object. The “Container 
Key field contains a foreign key to a containing Building 
object. The “Humidifier” field is a bit flag indicating whether 
a humidifier is provided with the air handler. The “Evapo 
rativeCooling field is a bit flag indicating whether evapo 
rative cooling is used. The “EvaporativeCoolingType' field 
indicates a type of evaporative cooling used, Such as 
DIRECT or INDIRECT. The “NumberOfDecks' field indi 
cates the number of decks used, Such as SINGLE or DUEL. 
The “HeatingSource” field indicates the type of heating 
Source used, such as GAS, ELECTRIC, LOOP or NONE. 
The “CoolingSource” field indicates the type of cooling 
Source used, Such as DX, LOOP, or NONE. In an embodi 
ment of the present invention, “DX' refers to a “direct 
expansion' cooling source. The “PreheatingSource” field 
indicates the type of preheating Source used, Such as GAS, 
ELECTRIC, LOOP, or NONE. The “VolumetricFlowMode” 
field indicates the type of flow in the unit, such as CAV and 
VAV. The “VolumetricFlowModulation field indicates the 
type of flow control used for VAV, such as INLET VANES, 
VFD, or DAMPERS. 

0127 FIG. 20 illustrates additional exemplary database 
tables associated with a Building table in an embodiment of 
the present invention. A Boiler object (defined in Boiler table 
2000) is a BIS Component that stores configuration infor 
mation relating to equipment that converts Stored energy 
into heat added to a fluid. The “ComponentKey” field 
contains a primary or foreign key for a given Boiler object. 
The “ContainerKey” field contains a foreign key to a con 
taining Building object. The “Fuel” field contains an enu 
merated value indicating a fuel Source of the boiler. The 
“OutputType” field indicates a type of output from a boiler, 
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such as WATER or STEAM. The “HeatOutput” field indi 
cates the total boiler heat output capability. 

0128) A Chiller object (defined in Chiller table 2002) is a 
BIS Component that Stores configuration information relat 
ing to equipment used to implement a refrigeration cycle for 
cooling a fluid. The “ComponentKey” field contains a 
primary or foreign key for a given Chiller object. The 
“Containerkey field contains a foreign key to a containing 
Building, AirHandler, or ThermalEnergyStorage object. The 
“NominalCoolingCapacity” field indicates the nominal 
cooling capacity of the chiller at Standardized conditions. 
The “ThermalEfficiency” field indicates the energy effi 
ciency of the chiller at standardized conditions. The “IsIDX” 
field indicates whether the chiller is representing a DX 
device. The “ChillerType” field indicates a type of chiller, 
such as ELECTRIC, ABSORPTION, or ENGINE DRIVEN. 
The "RefrigerantType” field indicates the type of refrigerant 
used, such as R-11 (trifloromonoflouromethane), R-12 
(difloromonoflouromethane), R-13 (chlorotrif 
louromethane), etc. The “RatedTotalCompressorCurrent” 
field indicates the total current Supply to all compressors. 
The “SuperHeatRecovery” field indicates whether the 
chiller has heat recovery capability. The “HeatRejection 
Mode” field indicates the type of condenser used, Such as 
AIR COOLED, COOLING TOWER, or EVAPORATIVE. 

0129. A GenericSource object (defined in GenericSource 
table 2004) is a BIS Component that stores configuration 
information for a generic heating or cooling Source. The 
“ComponentKey field contains a primary or foreign key for 
a given GenericSource object. The “ContainerKey” field 
contains a foreign key to a containing Building object. The 
“SourceType” field indicates whether the source is HEAT 
ING or COOLING. The “FuelType” field indicates the type 
of fuel consumed by the source, such as ELECTRIC, GAS, 
OIL, KEROSENE, COAL, SOLAR, OTHER, or NONE. 
The “SourceCapacity” field indicates the capacity of the 
generic source. The “Rated PowerConsumption” field indi 
cates the rated power input of the generic Source. 

0130. A HeatPump object (defined in HeatPump object 
2006) is a BIS Component that stores information relating to 
equipment that can alternately heat or cool and air Stream 
using a paper compression cycle. The “Componentkey' 
field contains a primary or foreign key for a given HeatPump 
object. The “ContainerKey” field contains a foreign key for 
a containing Building object. The “Used forHeating field 
indicates whether the unit is used for heating. The “Used 
forCooling field indicates whether the unit is used for 
cooling. The “HasbackupHeat' field indicates whether unit 
has backup heating capability. The “RatedCoolingPower 
Consumption” field indicates the rated power input for the 
unit when cooling. The “RatedHeatingPowerConsumption” 
field indicates the rated power input for the unit when 
heating. The “Rated BackupPowerConsumption” field indi 
cates the rated power input to the unit when heating in 
backup mode. The “RatedCoolingCapacity” field indicates 
the total cooling capacity of the unit. The "RatedCooling 
Capacity' field indicates the total heating capacity of the 
unit. The “RatedBackupCapacity” field indicates the heating 
capacity of the unit in backup mode. The “RatedTotalCom 
preSSorCurrent field indicates the total amperage Supplied 
to the compressors. The “Source” field indicates the source 
for the heat Source/sink, Such as WATER or AIR. 
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0131) A Thermal EnergyStorage object (defined in Ther 
malEnergyStorage table 2008) is a BIS Component that 
Stores configuration information for equipment used Store 
cooling capacity in ice or chilled water for later use. The 
“Componentkey field contains a primary or foreign key for 
a given ThermalEnergyStorage object. The “ContainerKey” 
field contains a foreign key for a containing Building object. 
The “TESType' field indicates the type of thermal energy 
storage (“TES”) system used, such as CHW (“Chilled 
Water”), EXTERNAL MELT, INTERNAL MELT, and 
HARVESTER. The “StorageOapacity” field indicates the 
cooling energy Storage capacity of the thermal energy Stor 
age device. 
0132) The CoolingTower object (defined in Cooling 
Tower table 2010) is a BIS Component that stores configu 
ration information relating to equipment that rejects heat 
into ambient air. The “ComponentKey” field contains a 
primary or foreign key for a given CoolingTower object. The 
“Containerkey field contains a foreign key to a containing 
Building object. The “Configuration” field indicates the type 
(e.g., CLOSED or OPEN) of cooling tower, which is also 
called “Loop Type”. The “RatedCoolingCapacity” field indi 
cates the designed heat rejection capacity of the cooling 
power. The “Numberof.SprayPumps' field indicates the 
number of Spray pumps associated with a closed loop 
cooling tower. 
0.133 FIG. 21 illustrates exemplary database tables asso 
ciated with a given BISMeter table in an embodiment of 
present invention. The BISMeter table 1802 is described 
with regard to FIG. 18. A GasMeterReading object (defined 
is GasMeterReading table 2102) defines configuration infor 
mation relating to a gas meter reading, including both 
consumption and demand data, associated with a given 
meter. A reading object generally Stores a time-Stamped, 
multi-valued record associated with a meter. The “GasMe 
terReadingId” field contains a primary key for a given 
GasMeterReading object 2102. The “MeterKey” field con 
tains a foreign key to an associated BISMeter object. The 
“TimeStamp' field indicates the date and time of the meter 
reading. The “PresentGasflow” field indicates a present 
value for the gas flow. The “IntervalGasUsed” field indicates 
the gas consumption Since the last meter reading. The 
“TotalGasUsed” field indicates the total amount of gas used 
through the current gas meter. The “PeakGasflow” field 
indicates the maximum calculate demand monitored by the 
gas meter. The “TotalPulseCount” field indicates the total 
pulse count for the meter. The “PulseRate” indicates the 
measure in pulses of gas demand monitored by the meter 
(e.g., the rate at which pulses are read from the meter). 
0134) A SteamMeterReading object (defined in Steam 
MeterReading table 2108) stores configuration information 
relating to a Steam meter reading, including both consump 
tion and demand data. The “SteamMeterReadingId” field 
contains a primary key for a given SteamMeterReading 
object. The “MeterKey” field contains a foreign key to an 
associated BISMeter object. The “TimeStamp' field indi 
cates the date and time of the meter reading. The “Total 
Consumption” field indicates the total steam monitored by 
the meter. The “ConsumptionRate” field indicates the 
present value for the steam flow. The “TotalPulse Count” 
field indicates the total pulse count for the meter. The 
"PulseRate' indicates the measure of steam demand in 
pulses. 
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0135) An ElectricalMeterReading object (defined in 
ElectricalMeterReading table 2112) stores configuration 
information relating to an electrical meter reading, including 
both consumption and demand data. The “ElectricalMeter 
Readingld” field contains a primary key for a given Elec 
tricalMeterReading object. The “MeterKey” field contains a 
foreign key to an associated BISMeter object. The “TimeS 
tamp' field indicates the date and time of the meter reading. 
The “TotalkVAh” field indicates the total electricity usage 
monitored by the meter in kilovolts-ampere hours. The 
“Totall leadingkVARh field indicates the phase-dependent 
reactive power usage in kilovoltampere reactive hours 
(“kVARh") monitored by the meter. Reactive power 
expresses the flow of energy alternately toward the load and 
away from a load. The maximum value of this pulsating 
power is called the reactive voltamperes. The “TotalkVARh” 
field indicates the total real power kVARh monitored by the 
meter. The “TotalkWh field indicates the total power moni 
tored by the meter. The “Demand” field indicates the peak 
demand calculated for a given time interval. The “PeakDe 
mand” field indicates the peak demand monitored by the 
meter. The "Power Factor field indicates the cosine of the 
phase angle between the Voltage and the current. The 
“Voltage' field indicates the voltage on the meter. The 
"ElectricCurrent indicates the amperage through the meter. 
The “TotalPulseCount” field indicates the total pulse count 
for the meter. The "PulseRate' indicates the measure of 
electricity demand in pulses (e.g., the rate at which pulses 
are read from the meter). 
0136) A ChilledWaterMeterReading object (defined in 
ChilledWaterMeterReading table 2106) stores configuration 
information relating to a chilled water meter reading, includ 
ing both consumption and demand data. The “Chilled Wa 
terMeterReadingld” field contains a primary key for a given 
ChilledWaterMeterReading object. The “MeterKey” field 
contains a foreign key to an associated BISMeter object. The 
“TimeStamp' field indicates the date and time of the meter 
reading. The “TotalConsumption” field indicates the total 
chilled water monitored by the meter. The “Consumption 
Rate” field indicates the present value for the chilled water 
flow. The “TotalPulseCount” field indicates the total pulse 
count for the meter. The "PulseRate' indicates the measure 
of chilled water demand in pulses. 
0.137 FIG. 22 illustrates database tables defining indi 
vidual binary and analog data values of dynamic BMS data 
in an embodiment of the present invention. A Binary Value 
table 2202, a BinaryInput table 2204, and a BinaryOutput 
table 2206 store BMS data objects (e.g., time-value pairs) 
for dynamic binary data associated with a given BMSPoint. 
In an embodiment of the present invention, a Binary Value 
represents a binary value in a Software register inside a 
controller. In contrast, a BinaryInput and a BinaryOutput 
represent a physical Sensor or actuator (typically a relay) that 
a controller reads or controls. An input table includes BMS 
data monitored by points and meters in a building manage 
ment system. An output table includes BMS data to be 
transmitted to controllers in a building management System. 
Each table includes a primary key field (i.e., “Binary Val 
ueId”, “BinaryInputId”, and “BinaryOutputId”) containing a 
primary key for a given time-value pair. The “BMSPoint 
Key” field contains a numeric ID code that is unique within 
the BMS device that maintains the associated BMS point. In 
the Binary Value table 2202 and the BinaryInput table 2204, 
the “PresentValue” field contains a current value, in engi 
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neering units, of a measured analog input value. In the 
BinaryOutput table 2206, the “PresentValue” field contains 
a commandable current value, in engineering units, of the 
analog output value. The “TimeStamp' field indicates the 
time and date to which the current value corresponds. The 
“StatusFlags' field contains four Boolean flags that indicate 
the general condition or Status of a binary input or output, 
including without limitation IN ALARM, FAULT, OVER 
RIDDEN, and OUT OF SERVICE. The “EventStates' field 
represents an intrinsic alarm having States Such as Normal, 
Fault, OffNormal, High-Limit or Low-Limit. The “Polarity” 
field indicates a relationship between the physical State of 
the output and the logical State of the present value. The 
“Out OfService” field is a Boolean value that equals true if 
the present value is decoupled from the physical input or 
output (e.g., So that value changes are no longer monitored 
by an input). The BinaryOutput table preferably includes 
two additional fields: (1) a “Priority Array” field indicates a 
current priority of the command that has Set the present 
value; and (2) a “Relinquish Defaults” field indicates a 
default value of the PresentValue” field when all priorities 
have a NULL value. Outside air temperature is an example 
of an analog input value. A pump Speed setpoint on a 
variable Speed pump is an example of an analog output 
value. 

0.138 An Analog Value table 2208, an AnalogInput table 
2210, and an AnalogOutput table 2212 store BMS data 
objects (e.g., time-value pairs) for dynamic analog data 
associated with a given BMSPoint. In the illustrated 
embodiment, the component fields of the Analog tables are 
now it is to those of the Binary tables, except that the 
“Polarity” fields omitted. 
0.139 FIG. 23 illustrates database tables defining indi 
vidual fast analog and fast binary data values of dynamic 
BMS data in an embodiment of the present invention. The 
table structures for data tables 2300, 2302, 2304, 2306, 
2308, and 2310 are analogous to their non-fast counterparts 
discussed with regard to FIG. 22. For example, in an 
embodiment of the present invention, a BIS user can change 
the polling frequencies of BMS points. If Some points are 
polled very frequently, the data can overwhelm the database. 
In a building information System having a requirement of 
Storing hourly data for two years, adequate disk space 
requirements may be considered excessive. To accommo 
date fast polling frequencies and long data retention in an 
embodiment of the present invention, the real-time data 
Storage is characterized in one of two different categories: 
(1) Data polled faster than fifteen minute intervals (Fast); 
and (2) data polled slower than fifteen minute intervals 
(non-Fast). In one embodiment, one point value an hour is 
written to the non-Fast tables, even if the point is polled at 
a high frequency. In this manner, an administrator who 
archives data to free up disk Space can remove high fre 
quency data from the Fast tables without deleting or 
archiving the long term, low frequency data in the non-Fast 
tables. 

0140 FIG. 24 illustrates database tables defining indi 
vidual multistate data values of dynamic BMS data in an 
embodiment of the present invention. The table structures 
for data tables 2400, 2402, 2404, and 2406 are analogous to 
their analog counterparts discussed with regard to FIGS. 22 
and 23. In an embodiment of the present invention, the term 
“multistate' describes a device having more discrete States 
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than a binary device. For example, a multistate fan may have 
a fan Speed having four possible States: off, low, medium, 
and high. 

0141 FIG. 25 illustrates a flow of operations for man 
aging a building information System in an embodiment of 
the present invention. A configuring operation 2500 stores 
configuration information associated with a piece of equip 
ment in the BIS database. Examples of configuration infor 
mation include without limitation information about the 
owner and address of a given building, the utilities Supplying 
the building, real-world descriptions of the equipment and 
hotspot descriptions of Sensors, actuators, and meters on the 
equipment, and other BIS-related configuration information. 
A receiving operation 2502 receives dynamic BMS data 
from the piece of equipment on the BMS network. A storing 
operation 2504 stores the dynamic BMS data with an ID 
asSociated with a piece of equipment. In an embodiment of 
the present invention, the dynamic BMS data is stored in 
database tables described with regard to FIG. 22-24, with 
each dynamic BMS data value being associated with the 
ObjectId in the BMSPoint object. A mapping operation 2506 
establishes a database relationship between the BMS data 
and the configuration information associated with a piece of 
equipment. Examples of this operation include recording an 
entry in the BISMeterPoint table 1502 or the BISPoint table 
1508 of FIG. 15, such that the entry establishes a corre 
spondence between a BIS component and a BMS object. In 
an alternative embodiment, the mapping operation 2506 
may occur before the dynamic BMS data is actually stored 
in the database tables associated with the BMSPoint object. 
In this manner, the database relationship is established 
through the BMSPoint object, and database tables of 
dynamic BMS data are thereafter added in association with 
the BMSPoint object as the data is received. 
0142. An application operation 2508 executes an appli 
cation to acceSS BMS data using the configuration informa 
tion. For example, a generic monitoring application may be 
written to monitor the dynamic BMS data without specific 
information about the BMS itself. That is, the monitoring 
application can reference buildings and equipment using 
textual descriptions or identifiers, and Specific Sensors, 
actuators, and meters using hotspot descriptions that are 
specific in their meaning (e.g., “Chilled Water Inlet Tem 
perature”), rather than the cryptic 8-character BMS identi 
fiers. 

0143. The scope of the present invention is not limited to 
the exemplary embodiments described herein, including 
heating ventilation, air conditioning, and lighting. Without 
departing from the present invention, additional embodi 
ments may be directed to other building Subsystems and 
databases, including without limitation photocopier Sub 
Systems, printer Subsystems, Vendor and contact databases, 
laundry Subsystems, and cafeteria-oriented Subsystems and 
Services. 

0144) While the methods disclosed herein have been 
described and shown with reference to particular operations 
performed in a particular order, it will be understood that 
these operations may be combined, Sub-divided, or re 
ordered to form an equivalent method without departing 
from the teachings of the present invention. Accordingly, 
unless Specifically indicated herein, the order and groupings 
of the operations are not limitations of the present invention. 
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0145 The above specification, examples and data pro 
vide a complete description of the Systems, methods and 
computer program products of the invention. Since many 
embodiments of the invention can be made without depart 
ing from the Spirit and Scope of the invention, the invention 
resides in the claims hereinafter appended. 
We claim: 

1. A building information System for communicating 
building-related data associated with a building with a client 
application, the System comprising: 

a database Storing the building-related data including 
building management System (BMS) data and configu 
ration data associated with the building, the BMS data 
comprising dynamic data and attributes, the dynamic 
data being detected from at least one of a point and 
meter within the building, the attributes comprising an 
identifier of at least one of a point or meter within the 
building, 

a BMS Service managing a building Subsystem and pro 
viding the BMS data stored in the database; and 

a data interface communicating the building-related data 
to the database. 

2. The building information system of claim 1 further 
comprising a client interface communicating the building 
related data between the client application and the data 
interface. 

3. The building information system of claim 1 wherein the 
BMS data and the configuration data are associatively Stored 
in the database. 

4. The building information system of claim I wherein the 
data interface comprises a dynamic component communi 
cating the dynamic data of the BMS data between the BMS 
Service and the database. 

5. The building information system of claim 1 wherein the 
data interface communicates the building-related data 
between the client interface and the database. 

6. The building information system of claim 1 further 
comprising: 

a Service application accessing the database to process the 
building-related data. 

7. The building information system of claim 6 wherein the 
Service application includes a polling Service causing the 
BMS service to retrieve dynamic data from a point on the 
building Subsystem in accordance with a periodic polling 
frequency Stored as configuration data in the database and 
providing the dynamic data associated with the point to the 
database. 

8. The building information system of claim 6 wherein the 
Service application includes a metering Service causing the 
BMS service to retrieve dynamic data from a meter on the 
building Subsystem in accordance with a periodic metering 
frequency Stored as configuration data in the database. 

9. The building information system of claim 6 further 
comprising: 

a client application coupled through a communications 
network to the client interface to access the Service 
application. 

10. The building information system of claim 6 wherein 
the building-related data includes a first array of point 
identifiers received from the BMS service in a first point 
discovery operation, and the Service application compares 
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the first array to a Second array of point identifiers received 
from the BMS service in a second point discovery operation, 
issuing an alarm if the first and Second arrayS. fail to match. 

11. A method for communicating building-related data 
asSociated with a building on a building management System 
(BMS) network, the method comprising: 

receiving, by a Server process, a request through a client 
interface from a client application; 

accessing, in accordance with the request, a database 
Storing the building-related data including building 
management System (BMS) data and configuration data 
associated with the building, the BMS data comprising 
dynamic data and attributes, the dynamic data being 
detected from at least one of a point and meter within 
the building, and 

issuing, by the Server process, an acknowledgment of the 
accessing operation to the client application, the 
acknowledgment including at least one element of the 
building-related data. 
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12. The method of claim 11 wherein the request indicates 
a frequency value for retrieving the dynamic data from a 
device in the building management System network, and 
further comprising: 

Storing the frequency value as configuration data in the 
database; 

retrieving the frequency value from the database; 

configuring a building information System Service to 
retrieve the dynamic data from the device in accor 
dance with the frequency value; and 

Storing the dynamic data from the device as building 
management System data in the database. 

13. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions for performing the operations recited in 
claim 11. 


